
NET RESULTS—PART 2
Student Instructions

Your group is going to play a game that illustrates the way that people, fish and shellfish
populations, and laws interact and influence each other. In the game, you will represent some of
the people—lawmakers, scientists, watermen, and recreational fisherpeople—who influence and
are affected by fisheries regulations.

1. Preparing for the game:
Your teacher will give each of you a Role card. Your Role card includes a chart for you to fill
out during the game. Read your role description carefully and ask your teacher any questions you
might have. Explain your role to the other members of your group and listen as they explain their
roles to you.

2. Setting up the game:
Collect the rest of the game's materials from your teacher and distribute them among your group.
Give the graduated cylinder to the fisheries scientist. Give each harvester (commercial and
recreational) a set of measuring spoons. Label one of your containers "Bay" and put 400 ml of
dried beans in this bowl. Cover your Bay with a cloth or a piece of paper so that the exact level
of “beanfish” cannot be seen. Label the other container "Extra" and put the rest of your beans in
this bowl.

3. Playing the game:
Round 1:
• Watermen may take up to three tablespoons of beanfish from the Bay. Recreational

fisherpeople may take two tablespoons. Each person should put their individual harvest in a
small cup so that they can count it later.

• After everyone has finished harvesting, fill in the data chart on the back of your role card.
Check your role card to find out what this involves.

• Once the bean fish have been counted, watermen and fisherpeople pour their harvests into the
"Extra" bowl.

• Using the graduated cylinder, the fisheries scientist measures the remaining population of
beanfish in the Bay and calculates how much the fish reproduce. For every one ml of
beanfish remaining, the scientist transfers one ml of beans from the "Extra" bowl to the Bay.
The fisheries scientist fills out his/her data chart.

• Fisheries scientists, watermen, and recreational fisherpeople give recommendations to the
lawmaker. Check your role card for ideas.

• The lawmaker decides which regulations (if any) harvesters must follow in the
• next round.
• The lawmaker draws a "Fishery Factor" card and reads it to the group.

Round 2 - Round 10
• Your group will repeat the procedure from Round 1 following the new instructions from the

Fishery Factor card and any new regulations (if there are any) from the lawmaker.
• The worth of beanfish may change as the game goes on. If your class is including the impact

of supply and demand in your game, the cost of beanfish will vary depending on how many



are caught. If the total commercial catch is less than 150 fish, the cost per fish rises to $110
due to scarcity. However, if the commercial catch is more than 210 fish, the cost per fish falls
to $90.

Every Round:
• The watermen must make $6000 each round to make a living. If a waterman makes under

this amount for a total of three rounds, he/she is out of business and becomes a recreational
fisherperson. Surplus from good rounds can carry a waterman through times of shortage.
This means that if a waterman makes $6500 in one round, $500 can be used to make up for a
bad catch in another round.

• Recreational fisherpeople represent 25 anglers each. For every angler to catch a fish, the
recreational fisherpeople need to catch at least 25 beans each round.

• The most important thing to remember about this game is that you get to make most of the
rules! You will need to come up with imaginative solutions as you encounter  the challenges
of fisheries management.


